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Technology, service and
support you can rely on
We specialise in providing EPOS systems
and payment processing solutions to the
hospitality sector; from stand-alone EPOS
terminals to full multi-site, omni-channel
point of sale solutions that integrate with
world leading accounts, e-commerce and
fulfilment partners.
We’re a company that’s built on over 30 years of
experience, valuing innovation, efficiency, and
service. We pride ourselves on providing the
highest level of customer service to our clients
and ensuring your business is always operating
at maximum efficiency. Our staff will always go
the extra mile for you and our reputation in the
industry is second to none for customer service,
reliable products and return on investment
Our goal is simple – to deliver the best EPOS
systems and ordering solutions to our clients
365 days a year, backed by world class customer
service, knowledge and innovative technology.

Bespoke EPOS Systems
Streamline your operations, increase
your revenue and impress your guests
with Gardiff EPOS.
With a Gardiff EPOS system, you can take and
process orders anywhere. Combining on-site
hardware, the latest EPOS software and optional
integrations, our systems are designed to help
you manage and grow your business.

“
Gardiff have become a trusted
partner in providing us with
hardware and software services
for our 40 restaurants and
takeaways. Their willingness to
look at innovative ways to leverage
technology to ensure we can
continue to give our customers an
exceptional consumer experience.

The Chesterford Group

EPOS Software
Our easy to use software is packed
with features to help you grow your
business.

EPOS Hardware
We have a range of durable and
modern hardware available to
purchase or rent.

EPOS Integrations
Choose from a range of integrations
to make managing your business
easier.

EPOS Support
You’ll have access to our support
team every day of the year.

-

Why Choose Gardiff EPOS?
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Fast Delivery

Installed By Us

We have short lead times by always
holding large amounts of stock. Our expert
team will get you up and running in no
time.

Our engineers will provide
installation
.
and staff training face to face to provide
the best onboarding experience for your
business.

Managed Setup

.
365 Day Support

Our support team will load your menu for
you so your system is ready to use as soon
as it’s delivered.

Instant support available 365 days a year
from our UK based experts ensures your
business is always operational.

gardiffepos.com
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EPOS fit for every business
Our solutions are fully customised to your business needs, allowing you
to reach your customers wherever they are: on-site, at the table, or at
home. Whether you’re a small independent or a nationwide chain, we
make sure you get the system and support you need.
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Pubs & Bars

Takeaway

Hotel

Our software is designed around you
and the requirements of your pub, with a
full range of peripherals available. Easily
set up happy hours or special offers and
create your own order at table app.

We ensure you have the tools to make
your fast-food business as profitable and
efficient as possible. Add self service
kiosks, digital menus and create your own
app or website for online ordering.

Whether you are running a 5-star hotel,
boutique B&B or a holiday park, our
systems will help you manage your hotel
bar or restaurant with ease with PMS
integration and built in reservation diary.

Restaurants

Deli & Bakery

Theatre

Gain an end-to-end view of your restaurant
operation. Our software streamlines your
service, with table plans, tablet ordering,
kitchen display systems and more.

Keep your customers happy with our
top-rated EPOS solution for bakeries and
delis. Customise your system with a range
of peripherals, from integrated weighing
scales to barcode scanners.

Streamline and enhance your theatre bar
operations. Our solution includes interval
ordering, stock management, and a range
of extra hardware and peripherals to help
promote your business and cut down the
queues.

Cafe & Coffee Shop

Contract Catering

Local Authority

Save time and increase customer
satisfaction at your busy coffee shop or
cafe. Cut the queues with self service
kiosks and set up your own loyalty scheme
to bring customers back.

Our systems are designed to meet the
needs of yours and your client’s business,
from front to back end. With a lightning
fast, interface, you can ensure staff have
the tools to deliver a service beyond your
customers’ expectations.

Simplify and modernise your operations
with EPOS technology. We have helped a
wide range of local authorities including
councils, leisure centres, colleges,
universities, libraries, and government
organisations.

Members Clubs

Street Food & Food Truck

Eventsntal

We can import your existing customer
details and stock information from your
current supplier into your Gardiff system
for a hassle-free switch over. Complete the
system with integrated membership cards
and set up multiple price levels.

Keep your queues to a minimum with our
lightning-fast EPOS system. Our solution
works on cellular connection with no
disruption to your trade, complete with
an integrated contactless card payment
system.

Our systems are available to rent with no
minimum term for a festival, event or popup. No need to stress about the set-up
as our team will install the system for you
directly at the event.

gardiffepos.com
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Case Study

Antic Pubs
Antic are a popular pub group with sites across London. Their focus is on
genuine and friendly staff, fresh seasonal produce and a selection of wines,
ales and spirits delivered with care.

The Brief
Antic were looking for an upgraded EPOS system that was easy to set up and intuitive to
use. Having so many sites, they needed the system to feature thorough reporting with
real time sales data, trackable KPIs and stock tracking so that they could take strategic
decisions on their business moving forwards. Antic also wanted to be able to manage all
of their products and menus for each site centrally, so changes could be made by their
head office team.

The Solution
We supplied terminals designed to withstand the wear and tear of a busy pub
environment, along with printers and cash drawers. We set up the system to include
cloud back office, so the Antic management team can access real time sales, KPI and
stock control data via any internet connected device. The group has all of their product
files centralised, so they are able to create a product or price update and push this out to
all of their pubs.
We have also implemented labour management and forecasting, using an external
integration to S4 labour. This allows in depth planning and reporting on rotas and
deployment, payroll and shift success.
Some sites also use integrated EPOS technology such as tablets and online ordering
apps that allow guests to order for takeaway, click and collect or at the table.

The Results
Our adaptable system meets the needs of Antic’s different staff
members on site and at their head office. The intuitive pub POS
software can be easily customised to the needs of each venue,
and the fast and intuitive interface is easy to learn.
The cloud back office allows for centrally managed pricing by
the Antic head office team, eradicating what would have been
a manual and costly update process for the sites. The reporting
functions give their managers a real-time accurate trading
picture and business control. High quality data informs their
ongoing sales strategy to grow the business.
8
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“We leave
technology to
Gardiff and we
focus on growing
the business. We’ve
found them very
responsive and
quick to understand
what we want.”
9

EPOS Software

Power your business with complete control
Our lightning fast, easy to use, and reliable EPOS software interface will
enhance your level of service and ensure your front of house technology
meets the needs of your busy workload.
With Gardiff, you will have complete control and insight into every corner
of your business. We work with you every step of the way to ensure your
system is fully functional, and runs your business as efficiently, accurately
and hassle free as possible.

We design, deliver,
and install EPOS
software, customised
to meet the needs of
your operation.

Menu
Management

Stock
Management

Cash
Management

Easily update your menus
and pricing from your
EPOS terminal or on any
device using cloud back
office. Create promo
offers, discount codes
and set happy hours to
automatically run.

Streamline your inventory
management. Measure
stock based on what has
been sold, what’s left and
what has been wasted.
Analyse your historical
trends and easily keep
track of multiple locations.

Keep an eye on every
order with real-time data
and automatic reports. Get
an overview of your days’
takings whenever you
need and automatically
generate end of day Z
reports.

Manage Anywhere
Access your reports, insights, and make menu changes in real time from any device.

10
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Customised For You

Speedy Setup

From multi-site chains to independents, our
EPOS software with personalised add-ons
and bespoke features can help you work
the way you need to.

Our short lead times and expert team will
get you up and running in no time. Got a
problem? Our support team are on hand
every day of the year.
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Cloud Back Office
Gain complete control over your business
Manage your business from anywhere and gain insights to make informed
decisions for your business, with real-time and historical reports whenever
you need them. Our focused dashboards and EPOS cloud management tools
give you instant control of your business from your desktop, tablet or phone.

Reporting
insights
See what’s really selling
and at what price, who
your most effective staff
are, your peak sales
periods, and over 150
more reports to delve into.

Real time sales
data
Identify patterns and adapt
your business with real
time sales data, clearly laid
out in graphs and charts.

Historical
reports
Create historical reports
to get an insight into sales
and performance over a
period of time. Compare
your data by day, month
or year and drill down to
specifics.
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Stock control
View your stock levels,
place orders and keep
track of what’s coming in
and out. See what’s selling
and what’s not to inform
your decisions and reduce
wasted ingredients.

Staff
management
Keep an accurate
record of staff hours and
attendance, accessible
any time you need it.

Access on any
device
View your data and update
your menus or pricing
anytime, anywhere, on any
device, so you can keep
up to date even when
you’re not at your site.

Remote
programming
Make menu and pricing
changes across your
business. Schedule in for a
specific date and your tills
will automatically update.

Multi-site Management
Manage your entire business, whether you have 1 site or 100.
View individual data for each site, and make programming changes across your business
easily. Manage all your sites with ease from one central platform, controlling your inventory
levels, item costs and menus across your business. Integrate with the biggest takeaway,
accounts and ecommerce brands. Use the cloud back office to view real time stock and
sales data from any internet connected device.

“

Reporting was high on the list of requirements
and whilst we don’t use the entire range of
varying reports, the ones we do need are clear,
accurate and easy to extract.

BAFTA 195 Piccadilly

gardiffepos.com

Account Integrations
Link your back office with HMRC recognised
accounts software such as Xero, Quickbooks
and Sage50. Reduce your administration
time and remove human error, as your sales
information is automatically synced.
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Case Study

Silverstone
The home of British Motor Racing, Silverstone circuit hosts the
British Grand Prix every Summer. Over 300,000 spectators visit the
circuit, which boasts a variety of entertainment, hospitality and retail
areas across the weekend.

The Brief
Silverstone needed a robust EPOS system, able to withstand the intense use that
comes with race weekends. With over 30,000 transactions taking place across
the Grand Prix weekend, the tills needed to operate flawlessly across their
various hospitality zones.

The Solution

The Results

Gardiff supply Silverstone with
permanent tills for their year round
visitor areas, as well as over 30
additional tills for Grand Prix and event
weekends. The tills are integrated with
thermal printers, card terminals and
cloud back office.

The intuitive till software allows staff
to quickly and easily process orders,
while integrated card terminals with
contactless technology reduces
payment times to seconds.

The back office software was set up
with user defined tags so reports can
be viewed at an incredibly detailed
level. Reports were also tailored to suit
the unique way Silverstone operates.
The flexibility of the Gardiff EPOS
system means Silverstone can easily
place an order for additional tills when
the need arises.

The management team can easily
keep track of sales in real-time
throughout the event using the cloud
back office. Historical reports can
also be viewed with custom tags to
compare week on week sales.
The back office also allows the tills to
be reprogrammed with new products
as and when required, through live or
scheduled edits.

“With one of the biggest events in the UK, good support through the Formula
1 Grand Prix is invaluable. Gardiff support has always been both highly
professional and friendly at all times. I am very grateful they are part of the
wider Silverstone team.”

14
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Payment Solutions
Take payments quickly, easily and securely
Accept card, cash and digital wallet payments at your business with our
trusted payment providers that fully integrate with Gardiff EPOS. We have
multiple payment partners so you’re guaranteed to find a flexible solution fit
for your operation.

Faster payment process

No unwanted fees

Card terminals that are integrated with
your EPOS system mean there is no
need for manual entry, avoiding human
errors. This helps to facilitate faster
payments, ensuring shorter wait times
and higher customer satisfaction.

All of our payment processing partners
offer transparent pricing and rolling
contracts so you'll have no unwanted
fees. With next day settlement, you
won't have to wait to see your profits.

Integrated Pay At Table Solution
Our EPOS systems with integrated pay at table solution will have a positive
impact on the smooth running and profitability of your operation, and ensure
mistakes are kept to an absolute minimum.

Card Terminals
Taking payments on the move has never been faster and easier with our
integrated card terminals with built in mobile SIM. Now provided with a rolling
monthly agreement and low transaction rates, our integrated card terminals
allow you to improve your speed of service and your bottom line.

Online Payments
Let your customers order online and pay at the table with ordering apps,
websites and eCommerce payments. We can have you set up with an online
payment account in no time at all, and at a fraction of the cost of most online
payments processors.

16
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Self Service Kiosks
Boost your business with a self service kiosk, perfect for counter collection in
takeaways, cafes and quick service restaurants.
The kiosks feature centralised product, price and stock management and
fully integrate into your Gardiff EPOS system; allowing you to get real-time
sales analytics both on-site and on the cloud.

Improved
Experience

Maximised
Efficiency

Great Return on
Investment

Keep your customers
happy with faster order
processing, reduced wait
times and improved flow
in your business. A self
service kiosk will make the
ordering process hassle
free, and easier than ever
for customers to get their
order exactly how they like
it.

Take more orders with less
staff at the tills, allowing
them to focus on the food
and customer experience.
Self service means there
will be guaranteed order
accuracy helping to reduce
your overhead costs.

Customers spend 10% more
on average than when
ordering at the counter, as
they have the freedom to
browse the menu at their
own pace. Orders can be
customised with add ons
and modifiers, guided by
upselling prompts.

Easy to Use

Payment Solution

Intuitive interface
design, bespoke to
your business

Integrated contactless
and chip and pin
payment devices
Screen Customisation

Choice of Mount
Choose between a
free-standing floor
plinth or wall mount

18

Display advertising
messages &
promotions on the
standby screen
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Customers spend
10% more on average
when ordering on a
kiosk compared to a
counter.
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Case Study
Case Study

Churchill’s
Fish and Chips
Churchill’s Fish and Chips is owned by The Chesterford Group, and is
the winner of the Best Chain of Fish and Chip Shops in the UK at the
National Fish and Chip Awards.

The Brief
Churchill’s wanted to install a kiosk in their new store opening in Eastbourne to
given their customers the choice to be served over the counter, or opt for the
more modern experience of the automated fast food kiosk. Research suggests that
average spend increases when customers ordered through a self service kiosk, and
Churchill’s had already seen this happen when customers used their online ordering
app.
They needed the self ordering kiosk to integrate with their EPOS tills, as well as
customer collection screens. They also needed to make sure their kitchen and
wrapping team were receiving the relevant order information at the right times. The
system needed to be easy to manage, linking together orders from the counter, on
their app and on the kiosk.

The Solution

The Results

We installed the branded self service
kiosk in the store, along with touch
screen tills, customer collection
screens and kitchen order system.
This ensures the ordering process is
as streamlined as possible for both
customers and staff: a customer can
place the order and pay at the kiosk,
with the order sent directly through
to the kitchen and wrapping team.
Once the order is ready to collect, the
team can easily update the customer
display.

The self service kiosk has been a great
success in Eastbourne. 15% of their our
weekly transactions are taken through
the kiosk, and the average spend on the
kiosk is 29% higher than when customers
in the same store order over the counter.
They will see 100% return on investment
in less than a year, and due to the success
of the kiosk have installed another 10
across their other stores.

This enabled fast automated order
and payment processes, with
substantially reduced queuing times.
20
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“Gardiff are exceptional, they took all
the stress and pressure away from us
by embracing the challenges and going
above and beyond in getting into every
detail of what we needed and what we
were trying to achieve.”
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Tablet Ordering

Mobile EPOS

Go paper free and give your wait staff a handheld EPOS system with a fully
integrated EPOS tablet.

Have the power of a till in your hand with our all in one mobile EPOS devices.
Take orders, automatically process them and use as a seamless payment
device.

Sell anywhere

Operate efficiently

Staff can take orders over the counter, at
the table or in the garden. Instantly send
orders straight to the bar and kitchen, and
when the customer is finished, accept
payments on the device.

Easily upsell items, increase efficiency and
improve your service. You can also use it as
an extra till during busy periods to queue
bust and speed up service.

Create a virtual queue
Use the terminal as a token system by placing orders and taking payments on the go, and
giving the customers a copy of the order ticket for collection. The order is also automatically
printed at the bar so they know what to prepare.

Take tableside orders with ease
The EPOS tablet solution has been developed specifically for the hospitality and catering
industries; ideal for use in any pub, bar, restaurant or cafe. The easy to use software fully
integrates with your Gardiff EPOS system, sending orders straight to your kitchen or bar.
You’ll have faster order fulfilment, happier customers and more efficient wait staff.

Improve efficiency and reduce mistakes
Get rid of the need for pen and paper to improve order accuracy, and reduce the amount of
food wasted. Using the tablet software is a simple, convenient and quick process for your
wait staff, as they can see exactly what’s on the menu, what’s out of stock, and any relevant
dietary information.

Increase your revenue
Increase your table turnover and revenue with faster speed of service. Orders get sent
straight through to the kitchen and bar, with no need for staff to return to the counter till.
When it’s time to pay the bill, the tablet can be used to create and automatically print it.

22
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Online Ordering
0% commission, no
transaction fees and no
fixed contracts
Create your own app or website, fully branded
to your business, to allow customers to order
at the table, get a takeaway or arrange click &
collect. Easily add menu items, customisations
and promotions and sync your stock levels.

Order and Pay
at Table

Delivery and Click
& Collect

Let your customers order and pay
quickly and safely from their table,
providing enhanced customer service
with reduced operating costs. Payments
flow through the table ordering system
and sales are automatically recorded in
the EPOS system back office. Customers
can browse the menu in their own time
and confirm their order leading to fewer
mistakes and happier guests.

Own your guest relationship and
improve your profits by allowing guests
to easily order for delivery or click and
collect directly from you – commissionfree. Takeaway orders placed through
the app will get sent directly to your
kitchen, either to your ticket printer or
video display system.

Deliveroo, Uber Eats and Just
Eat Integration
Get your orders across platforms sent straight
to your EPOS system via an integration with
Deliverect. No need for manual entry as tickets
will be automatically printed and you'll be able
to see your orders in one place.
24
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Maximise Profits

Loyalty features

Grow your revenue while protecting
your bottom line with our commissionfree online ordering system. On average,
customers spend more when online
ordering for takeaway or click and collect.
Increase sales by offering exclusive
online discounts and promotions, and
add a minimum spend for food deliveries,
reducing inefficient driver costs.

Collect valuable guest marketing data
with every sale. Customers can create an
account in the app, encouraging loyalty
and capturing their information. Customers
can view their order history and quickly
reorder their favourite dishes. Create your
own loyalty scheme including discounts,
exclusive offers and points to reward your
guests and bring them back.

Simplify Operations

Happier Guests

Our online ordering platform integrates
seamlessly with your EPOS and back-office
software. Orders are sent directly to your
kitchen or bar so you can get them right
every time. Easily build and update your
menus and pricing, and analyse sales
reports.

Create customisation options for your
products so customers can personalise
their choices, ideal for picky eaters and
those with dietary requirements. Add
allergen alerts to keep your customers
informed of ingredients before they place
their order.
25

Case Study

Graysons &
The British Library
Graysons is a contract caterer, managing staff restaurants and hospitality
suites on behalf of a wide variety of clients. They manage the catering
services at the British Library, the national library of the United Kingdom
with two locations: the iconic St Pancras site and the Boston Spa reading
rooms. The Library receives 1.6 million visitors per year and has multiple
dining spaces including a 150 seat public restaurant, snack bar, members’
room experience, and staff dining areas.

The Brief
Graysons needed an EPOS system that would enable them to efficiently serve customers
across 8 dining spaces in the British Library. They wanted to continue to provide a highquality selection of food and beverages while increasing efficiency and enhancing social
distancing compliance.
As the EPOS system would be across so many locations, Graysons needed a cloud back
office system that could manage all of these from one central place.

The Solution
We installed 12 EPOS tills with integrated card payment terminals and customer displays
at the main St Pancras British Library site. 2 of the tills would include the NFC customer
displays, so staff could tap their British Library card and charge the order to their
account. The Boston Spa location required 2 tills with integrated card payment terminals
and customer displays.
The cloud back office is used to provide in-depth reporting, allowing Graysons to
manage their various dining spaces from one centralised back of house platform
To further optimise service at both sites, we installed self service kiosks that can be
managed through the back office so all products and pricing to be maintained centrally.

The Results
Our expertise has enabled Graysons and the British Library to optimise the overall
customer experience by allowing staff to focus on customer service. The increased
customer flow prompted product upselling, staff productivity and reduced operating
costs significantly improving the bottom line. The return on investment has been
achieved several times over in the first year.
The kiosks enabled fast order and payment processes which substantially reduced
queuing times. The Boston Spa site now completes around 65% of sales on the kiosks.
26
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Promotions & Loyalty
Easily set up promotions, gain insights into customers’ spending habits and
reward your loyal customers. Our customer loyalty software gives you the
tools to interact with your customers more often: creating your own points
scheme, automatic discounts, limited time offers and happy hours.

Kitchen Display
System
Improve order accuracy,
increase kitchen efficiency
and time courses perfectly
Organise your customer orders on
a kitchen screen to easily manage
tickets and fulfil orders, eliminating
the need for paper and printing.
Seamlessly connect your front of
house and kitchen staff and make
sure your guests get what they
ordered, every time.

Clear and legible orders
Mount your display anywhere in your
kitchen, so your staff get clear and
concise instructions with no room for
misunderstanding what has been ordered.
The chef knows what’s on each ticket and
how many portions of each item need to
be prepared.

Customer
analytics

Link with online
ordering

Encourage repeat
business

Our loyalty software lets
you monitor your customers
and their spending habits
so you can plan and roll
out promotions – targeting
specific stock, days or
people.

Customers can save their
details when ordering
direct, so they can view
order history, reorder
favourites, use points and
quickly checkout.

Ensure repeat business and
attract new customers to
visit with loyalty schemes,
gift cards and promotional
codes. Give your regulars,
VIPs or staff an instant
discount.

Manage multiple sites
The loyalty software and offers can be setup across multiple locations on single back office
system, enabling customers to use their loyalty cards across a chain of sites.

Display all your orders on
one screen
Whether orders are taken on your
till, tablets, app, kiosk, or a delivery
integration, they’ll be sent directly to your
kitchen screen. Sort or peg orders and set
custom preparation timers to ensure meals
go out on time.

Improve customer waiting times
Speed up service and keep customers happy by eliminating the need for paper tickets
with instant and direct communication between your EPOS system and KDS. Create alerts
for your wait staff on their counter printer when food is ready for service, or link with a
collection display to alert customers when their order is ready.
28
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Cashless Card Solutions

Event Ticketing

Our cashless card solutions provide a fully integrated, pre-paid card top
up service or account facility for installation at any members club, school,
university, college, healthcare, leisure, corporate, or contract catering
environment.

Sell tickets and packages through your EPOS system, whether you’re running
a single site with standard entry tickets or a large multi-site operation with
season passes and membership options.

These systems are perfect for anywhere that would like to distribute branded cards to their
members, pupils, or customers to offer a fast solution for processing orders without the
need for cash or a bank card.

Fast & secure
The system provides a fast & secure payment method using branded 1k Mifare cards
personalised to your business. Accounts can be figured to automatically apply discounted
pricing, daily spend limits or even an overdraft facility which can be topped up online or
settled via bank transfer. Easily adjust annual subscription dates for members or pupils
cards with a few clicks.

30

Back office analytics

Online management portal

Detailed sales reports and statements
on the back office provide insights into
customer spending habits, allowing you to
monitor trends more closely and manage
operational efficiency.

The system includes a branded online
payment and account management
portal. Manage accounts, view statements
and top up balances through the online
management.

Loyalty & rewards

Door access control

Promote loyalty for your regular customers
and prompt customers to spend within
your business instead of going off site.

The technology used in the cards can
also be utilised by third party door entry
systems to provide a dual-purpose use.

gardiffepos.com

Unlimited
tickets

Create a
seating plan

Customisable
designs

Run multiple events and
multi-site operations at
the same time. Develop
as many ticket tariffs
as you need, varying
by date or time as well
as member-only prices
and multi purchase
discounts.

If you have a seated
venue, you can create
a custom seat plan to
include variable seat
types, exits, outlets and
stage identification.

Stay true to your brand
by setting custom ticket
designs. From entry to
events and attractions
to car parking, your
digital and physical
tickets will be instantly
recognisable.

Multi-channel
sales

Manage in the
cloud

Intelligent
reporting

Sell tickets through
your tills, website, app
and self service kiosk;
all managed through
the same system.

The system fully
integrates with cloud
back office, giving you
access to live reporting,
management and
programming anytime.

Keep track of ticket
sales and plan ahead
with the dedicated
ticketing calendar view
in your cloud back
office.
31

Case Study

Mosimann’s Events
Mosimann’s is a highly prestigious private dining and members
club located in Belgravia, London. They have held the royal
warrant for catering services since 2000, and cater for a variety of
major events including the London Olympics, and HRH The Duke
and Duchess of Cambridge’s wedding reception.

The Gardiff Solution
We supply systems to Mosimann’s events throughout the year, from Guards
Polo Club and Cartier Events to Spirit of Summer and Spirit of Christmas at
Olympia, along with The Royal Horse Show at Windsor.
We supply EPOS terminals, tablet ordering and food preparation printing
solutions along with data cabling and 4G networking.
Our engineers provide all installation, setup, staff training and on-site go live
cover. We ensure the events are supported and a success for our proud, longstanding client Mosimann’s.
The EPOS System is fast, reliable and adaptable which allows the solution to
be configured in various ways depending on the requirements for each event.

32
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Cartier
Queen’s Cup

Royal Windsor
Horse Show

Spirit of
Christmas Fair

The Cartier Queen’s
Cup is the biggest
event of the year for
Guards Polo Club, the
largest polo club in
Europe. Mosimann’s
create hospitality
packages for the event.

The Royal Windsor
Horse Show is the UK’s
largest outdoor horse
show. The Mosimann’s
team serve up over
4,000 meals over the
course of the show, as
well as 1,000 bottles of
champagne.

Spirit of Christmas is a
yearly fair at Olympia
London hosting
over 700 brands.
Mosimann’s host a popup restaurant offering
lunch and afternoon
tea. The fair sees
55,000 guests over the
week.

“Honest, reliable and efficient. A great bunch of people ensured that the
system ran smoothly throughout our event. We use Gardiff on both our sites,
and for offsite events. They set up and took down quickly and promptly.
Highly recommend.”
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Digital Signage
Engage and inform your customers with
our range of digital displays

Order Collection Screens
Display open orders on a screen, controlled directly from your till. Let your customers know
an estimated wait time and when their order is ready, keeping them informed and away
from the counter so staff can focus on serving.

Fully customisable
The screen displays are fully customisable
and can be branded to match your menu.
Use extra screen space to advertise to your
customers.

Controlled from your tills
When an order is ready to go, use your
till or kitchen display system to finish the
order ticket and send a notification to your
collection screen that it’s ready.

Customer Display Screens
Allow customers to view a breakdown of their order and show marketing messages on
a customer display screen. Speed up queues, upsell products and inform your guests.

Digital Menu Display
Create a live digital menu board on a large screen display, replacing your static menu
displays. By syncing with your Gardiff EPOS system, your menu items and prices will always
be up to date and out of stock items automatically removed.

Save money
Menu adjustments and changes can be easily made without having to order new signage or
price lists.

Customise your display
Brand your menu to match your interior design and add advertising for special items or
promotions. Grab your customer’s attention and promote your products.

Multi Screen
Run multiple screens displaying different menus from one terminal, and rotate between
menus on each screen.

Promotions
Automatically promote happy hours and limited time offers.
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Improve Customer
Experience
A customer display screen sits on
the back of your till and is linked to
the Gardiff EPOS System. It allows
your customers to see a breakdown
of their order before they pay,
helping to avoid confusion and
mistakes. Your customers will be
reassured they’ll get exactly what
they ordered and know how much it
costs.

Upsell your products
The display screens feature
a screensaver, which can be
customised to show marketing
messages and special offers. Use
it to promote new menu items to
persuade customers to add more to
their order.
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Integrations
Enhance Gardiff EPOS with custom integrations to provide a better service to
your customer and make managing your business easier.

Providing hospitality operations with the ability to integrate all
their technology investments is vital in an increasingly social
and connected world. Our EPOS system is fully customisable,
enabling seamless integration with essential apps or third
party software.

Who do we integrate with?
Our EPOS software is able to integrate with the biggest names
in payment, e-commerce, delivery and more. If you don’t see
what you need hear, just ask, and we’ll find a solution.

“
Gardiff have been absolutely
fantastic for us, they have
excellent knowledge of
hardware and software,
offer great advice and don’t
over sell their services.

Horsham Rugby Club

Accounts

Delivery

E-Commerce

Automatically process
sales data into financial
accounts without the need
for manual processing.

Send your takeaway
orders straight to your till,
no matter what platform
they were placed on.

Allow your online sales
to be processed through
your Gardiff EPOS system
and back office.

Labour
Management

Hotel PMS

Security

Manage your hotel
bookings and hotel dining
in one central location.

Integrate your CCTVs and
door entry systems with
Gardiff EPOS.

Easily manage and schedule
your staff with workforce
integrations.
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Case Study

Bristol City Council
Bristol City Council is the local authority of Bristol, responsible for
providing services to over 459,000 people. They are responsible for
managing various sites of museums, galleries, sports centres and
venues, as well as parks and public spaces.

The Brief
Bristol City Council were looking for an EPOS system to work across their park cafes.
They needed to efficiently serve customers whilst maintaining control of the business
across their various locations, featuring a centralised product and reporting file. This
allows prices and item changes to be made from one place and updates sent to all
sites at the click of a button.
Security was a major factor for the council to consider as well as management of their
staff, so they also requested a way for staff to be able to clock in and clock out easily
in a secure way.

The Solution

We supplied Bristol City Council with a
full EPOS system, that can be managed
in the back office with a centralised
product file. This allows changes to be
made to menus across all of their sites
in one go. This also allows the council
team to pull reports for all of their sites.
We also set up integrated payment
terminals and customer displays were
used across sites to display marketing
messages, as well as to show sales
information to improve customer
confidence.
To help the council manage their staff,
we showed them how fingerprint
readers could be used as a method for
secure staff login, to allow them to clock
in and clock out. This adds extra security
as it ensures no one unauthorised will
be able to gain access to the system.
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The Results

Bristol Council’s decision to use a
Gardiff EPOS system has proven to be a
success, leading to optimised customer
service and maximised revenue. The
management team are able to see
valuable sales data across the site,
allowing them to respond to specific
needs as they arise, and change prices
and products with ease.
The integrated payment terminals
reduce the chance of errors by
communicating directly with the
EPOS systems, allowing orders to be
processed quicker and enabling staff to
work more efficiently.
The front of house staff find the system
easy to use, and the EPOS technology
has revolutionised the service the
council are able to offer to their
customers. Feedback and reviews have
been extremely positive.
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Hardware

Digital Display Screens
User-friendly digital signage software. Remotely manage your commercial
display network from anywhere in the world with this fully integrated content
management system.

15” EPOS Terminal
Spill Resistant
Our till screens are built to withstand a hospitality
environment.

Lightning Fast
Speed up your service with optimised ordering and
payments.

Easy To Manage
Our till software makes it easy to update menus, pricing
and offers.

Cash Drawers
Shortie Cash
Drawer

Flip Top Cash
Drawer

Heavy duty drawer in
black or chrome. Store
your notes and coins with
a locking key.

Space saving drawer
available in black or
chrome. Store your notes
and coins with a locking
key.

Printers
Thermal Printer

Kitchen Printer

Prints receipts with
business logo and contact
information.

High quality dot-matrix
printer with easy paper
reload.

EPOS Till Pole
Mount
Adjustable pole mount
bracket, perfect for
businesses with limited
space on the counter.

LED Customer
Displays
Clearly displays the sale
information and customer
change.

Organise your customer orders on a kitchen screen to easily manage
tickets and fulfil orders.
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Card Terminal
Pole Mount
Secure your card machine
to your counter. Tilt and
rotate for ease of use.

Weighing Scales
Integrated or non
integrated scales with
EPOS system. Produce
price and weight
embedded barcodes

Wireless Access
Points

Barcode
Scanners

Create a private wifi
network and increase
long range connection for
your equipment.

Fast omni-directional
scanner. Sleek and small
design with adjustable
scan head.

Membership
Cards

22” Kitchen Screen
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Peripherals

Link your membership
cards to your EPOS
system with custom RFID
tags.

Till Rolls
Till rolls for your thermal
and kitchen printers.
Premium A grade paper,
boxed in quantities of 20.
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Support, setup and
installation
Having an efficient and friendly team on hand whenever you need
support makes all the difference to your operation. That’s why we’re
available 365 days a year to help with any queries, support or training
you may need.
We have a strong emphasis on friendly communication and training, and
we will guide you through troubleshooting and resolution at a pace that
is comfortable for you.

Installation and
set-up taken care of

Get started faster with
on-site training

It is simple to get started with Gardiff. We
aim to make your onboarding as smooth
as possible. Discuss your needs with
our team and agree your solution, then
we’ll take care of everything from menu
layouts to site installation.

We provide full on-site training on the
same day as your installation, and
additional remote training sessions
can be scheduled for your team at no
extra cost. Our engineer team have an
excellent knowledge of our products &
solutions to ensure any queries are dealt
with promptly and efficiently.

“
This is a really outstanding
company. I’ve been dealing
with them for over 8 years
now. Service and back up
is second to none, and
always done with a friendly
face.
The Queen’s Head

EPOS Support That Answers
Our fully trained, professional technicians are available every day, from early morning
until late at night. You’ll have instant access to tech support whenever you need us via
phone, email, remote session or site visits.
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Case Study

BAFTA 195 Piccadilly
BAFTA 195 Piccadilly is the renowned London home of the British
Academy of Film and Television Arts. In 2021 the historic venue
underwent a major multi-million pound redevelopment, with future
focused updates. Gardiff were chosen to supply an EPOS system for
the venue.

The Brief
Located in the heart of London’s West End, the venue is world class; spread
across five floors with a variety of spaces and theatres. The system needed to
work effectively across these spaces from a centrally managed location using
cloud back office.
To ensure smooth management of orders between front and back of house,
BAFTA were also looking for a kitchen display system for use in their 3 kitchens.

The Solution

The Results

We installed an EPOS system
spanning across five floors, with tills,
customer displays and integrated
payment terminals. The tills are linked
to a kitchen display system, which
allows orders to be organised on a
screen.

We’re delighted that the Gardiff
EPOS system has played a part
in establishing the new BAFTA
headquarters as a world-class venue,
with 5 floors of flexible event spaces.
One member of the BAFTA team has
said:

Bespoke RFID cards were supplied,
and the system is tied together with
a centralised back office. This is used
to update menus, access reports and
view sales data across the venue.

“The support, set up and training
received for all staff was absolutely
spot on. The continued support
once we got up and running has
been and continues to be great.
The system is easy to use on the
front end, looks great and is flexible,
adaptable and straightforward”.

The installation was implemented out
of hours on a weekend. Our team
also provided on-site go live cover, so
there was an immediate resolution to
any snagging issues.
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Our Customers

Why Choose Gardiff EPOS?
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Speedy
Setup

Manage
Anywhere

Customised
For You

365 Day
Support

Our short lead times
and expert team
will get you up and
running in no time.

Access your reports,
insights, and make
menu changes in
real time from any
device.

Add new devices
and peripherals
anytime so your
EPOS can grow as
you do.

Got a problem? Our
support team are on
hand every day of
the year.
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Unit 10 Cam Centre,
Wilbury Way,
Hitchin
SG4 0TW

0203 846 5564
hello@gardiff.com
gardiffepos.com
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